Given two v ectors a 2 R n , t h e S c hur-Horn theorem states that a majorizes if and only if there exists a Hermitian matrix H with eigenvalues and diagonal entries a.
Introduction.
The well known Schur-Horn theorem 14] deals with the relationships between the main diagonal entries and eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix. For the reference, we restate the theorem in the following form 15 
for all k = 1 2 : : : nwith equality for k = n. 2. Given any a 2 R n satisfying (1), there exists a Hermitian matrix H with eigenvalues and diagonal entries a.
The notion of (1) is also known as a majorizing , which has arisen as the precise relationship between two sets of numbers in many areas of disciplines, including matrix theory and statistics. There are extensive research results on this subject. See, for example, 2, 16] and the references contained therein. The Schur-Horn theorem itself has many important applications. For instance, through the Schur-Horn theorem the total least squares problem can be seen to be equivalent to a linear programming problem 3] . Some other applications can be found, for example, in 6, 7] . The second part of the Schur-Horn Theorem gives rise to an interesting inverse eigenvalue problem, namely, to construct such a Hermitian matrix from the given eigenvalues and diagonal entries. For convenience, we shall refer to this problem as (SHIEP). The proof of existence is usually known as the harder part of the Schur-Horn Theorem. One point w orthy of note is that there are far more variable in the (SHIEP) than constraints, which presumably implies that the solution is far from unique. It turns out that most of the proofs in the literature are not practicable for the (SHIEP) in that a construction by mathematical induction, if possible at all, would be overwhelmingly complicated. See, for example, 14, 15, 17] . In this paper we propose numerical algorithms that are di erent from the classical ways of authenticating the existence.
Henceforth, we shall denote the diagonal matrix whose main diagonal entries are the same as those of the matrix M as diag(M), and the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are formed from the vector v as diag(v). This notation will prove t o b e c o n venient in the discussion. Any a m biguity can be clari ed from the context. Also, we shall de ne T (a) : = fT 2 R n n jdiag(T ) = diag(a)g
and
where := diag( ) and O(n) is the group of all orthogonal matrices in R n n . (4) where k k F means the Frobenius norm. Clearly, the Schur-Horn Theorem attests that T (a) a n d M( ) intersect and hence the minimal value of (4) should be zero. Our goal is to, starting with an arbitrary point o n e i t h e r T (a) o r M( ), nd the intersection point.
The (SHIEP) is fundamentally di erent from a classical inverse eigenvalue problem (CIEP) that has been discussed, for example, in 12]. Given symmetric matrices A 0 A 1 : : : A n , the (CIEP) is to nd a vector c 2 may t h e n w onder why not to exploit the freedom in the (SHIEP) by further restricting the structure of the matrix. For example, it seems to be a sensible requirement t h a t the matrix being constructed should be a Jacobi matrix, since there are really 2n ; 1
given data elements (both a and hav the same sum.) Again, one can easily check t h a t there is no real numbers b 1 b 2 so that the 3 3 matrix will have eigenvalues f;5 ;4 15g. That is, the (SHIEP) for structured matrices is not necessarily solvable. It is an interesting question to study what additional conditions must be imposed in order that a more speci ed problem to have a solution, but in this paper attention is paid only to the (SHIEP) arisen from the Schur-Horn Theorem.
Consequently, u n til A 1 : : : A n are properly selected, any n umerical techniques proposed for (CIEP) are not directly applicable for the (SHIEP). In contrast, a much easier iterative method that alternates points between T and M( ) is possible. This procedure, called lift-and-projection for the reason that will become clear from the geometry, will be discussed in section 2. The lift and projection method is essentially the same as the so called alternating projection method 2 4, 8, 11, 13] except that the latter requires the underlying sets to be convex. The set M( ) is not convex. Nevertheless, we shall see for our problem that the so called proximity map can still be formulated. In particular, the projection is almost free and the Wielandt-Ho man theorem makes the action of lifting possible at the cost of a spectral decomposition per step. We think this connection is worth mentioning even though the rate of convergence is expected to be linear only.
Our main contribution in this paper is in the construction of a gradient o w o n the surface M( ) that moves toward the desired intersection point. No spectral decomposition is needed. Our approach is similar to that developed in 9] with slight modi cations, but the application to the Schur-Horn theorem is apparently new. The gradient o w i s d e r i v ed in Section 3. We should emphasize that our goal in this paper is not to redo the proof of the Schur-Horn theorem, but rather to develop an algorithm that can compute the results promised by the theorem. On the other hand, if we can show that our algorithm always nds a solution, then in return we h a ve indeed o ered a di erent proof for the Schur-Horn theorem. Numerical examples are demonstrated in Section 4.
Lift and Projection.
In 10] we h a ve i n troduced a notion that interprets numerical methods proposed in 12] for the (CIEP) as a coordinate-free Newton method. For the (SHIEP), however, one quickly discover that the same idea does not work. The search for a T -intercept of a tangent a r r a y f r o m M( ) amounts to a nonlinear system of n(n+1) 2 equations in n(n ; 1) unknowns. When n > 3, this is an underdetermined system. Unlike those methods discussed in 12], there is no clear strategy on how the this system could be solved. In this section, we replace the concept of "tangent" by that of "projection" and propose an analogous but easier iteration method, called lift and projection.
The main idea is to alternate between T and M( ) in the following way: From
Here, as usual, the distance is measured in the Frobenius norm. A schematic diagram of the iteration is illustrated in Figure 1 , even though the topology of M( ) is much more complicated. We c a l l Z (k) a lift of T (k) onto M( ) and T (k+1) 2 T a projection of Z (k) onto T . The projection is easy to formulate. In fact, the projection T = t ij ] o f a n y Z = z ij ] 2 M ( ) onto T must be given by t ij := ( z ij if i 6 = j a i if i = j:
The Wielandt-Ho man theorem 15, Theorem 6.3.5], on the other hand, furnishes a mechanism for lifting. For demonstration purpose, we shall assume that both and the given T 2 T have simple spectrum. (For the case of multiple eigenvalues, the result only needs a slight modi cation.) Suppose T = Q T DQ is a spectral decomposition of T where D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Then the shortest distance between T 
where is a permutation so that 1 : : : n are in the same algebraic ordering as the diagonal entries in D. The justi cation on why this assertion is correct has already been proved in 7, 9] . Since in either step of lifting or projection we are minimizing the distance between a point and a set, we h a ve
The lift and projection clearly is a descent method. The sequence f(T )g will converge to a stationary point for the problem (4).
Because M( ) i s n o t a c o n vex set, a stationary point for (4) is not necessarily an intersection point o f T and M( ). This is a major di erence between our method and the alternating projection method 4, 8, 11, 13] . On the other hand, the application of the Wielandt-Ho man theorem to formulate the proximity map despite of the nonconvexity is remarkably simple and quite interesting. The rate of convergence being expected to be linear only, this method might not be very e cient. The Schur-Horn theorem guarantees that there exists a Q at which F vanishes. We now explain how to improve the matrix Q when F(Q) is not minimal.
In terms of the Frobenius inner product < A B > := X i j a ij b ij (10) the Fr echet derivative o f F at Q acting on an arbitrary matrix U 2 R n n can be calculated as follows:
The second equality i n ( 1 1 ) f o l l o ws from the observation that the rst entry in the inner product is a diagonal matrix which results in the same inner product with either diag(Q T U) o r Q T U. The third equality f o l l o ws from the adjoint p r o p e r t y o f t h e inner product. The gradient rF at Q can now be represented as
with (Q) := diag(Q T Q) ; diag(a).
Once we h a ve (12), the entire framework developed in 9] for projected gradient method can be applied. In particular, the projected gradient is readily available. We m a y also calculated the projected Hessian as follows. 
Proof. See 9, formulas (27), (28) and (29)]. bit more complicate to analyze, although our numerical experiences seem to indicate that the convergence behavior should be similar. Under our assumption, a stationary point Q of (9) necessarily corresponds to an equilibrium point X = Q T Q of (16), and vise versa.
Recall that (Q) = diag(Q T Q) ; diag(a). Obviously if (Q) = 0 at a stationary point Q, then the corresponding X = Q T Q is a solution to the (SHIEP). Indeed, we have the following observation that shows the stationary point Q in this case satis es the second order necessary condition for being a minimum of (9). 
Let X be xed. Since P n i=1 ! i = 0, the system ! i = 0 for i = 1 : : : ncontains only n ; 1 independent equations in the n(n;1) 2 unknowns k ij . We should be able to nd non-trivial skew symmetric matrix K that makes = 0. However, we n o w show t h a t the X's such that (Q) = 0 are the only possible asymptotically stable equilibrium point for (16). 6 Theorem 3.4. If (Q) 6 = 0 at a stationary point Q, then there exists a skewsymmetric matrix K such that < g 0 (Q)QK QK >< 0. Thus, Q cannot be a l o cal minimum of (9) .
Proof. T ransforming similarly by a p e r m utation matrix if necessary, w e m a y assume that (Q) is of the form (Q) = d i a g f 1 I n 1 : : : k I n k g (19) where I n i is the n i n i identity m a t r i x a n d 1 >: : :> k . Since Q T Q (Q)] = 0, it follows that X = Q T Q must be block diagonal of the form X = d i a g fX 11 : : : X kk g (20) where each X ii is a real symmetric matrix of size n i n i . De ne E := Q (Q)Q T .
Since E ] = 0 and all entries of are distinct, E is a diagonal matrix whose entries E = diag(e 1 : : : e n ) are simply a permutation of those of (Q). Note that Q T is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors of X. S o Q must also have the same structure as X. 6 = 0 there exists a certain direction along which the functional value F is increasing. The corresponding equilibrium point X = Q T Q, therefore, has at least one unstable (repelling) direction. To converge to such an unstable equilibrium point, the descent o w X(t) m ust stay o n very special directrices which form a measure zero, nowhere dense subset in R n . F rom the numerical analysis standpoint, this kind of equilibrium point w i l l n e v er be realized because computation along the directrix can easily be derailed by round-o errors and hence pushed away from the unstable equilibrium point. 4 . Numerical Examples.
Since (X) is a diagonal matrix, all diagonal matrices on M( ) are equilibrium points for (16) . Thus one should avoid using as the initial value X 0 . One way to generate a reasonable initial value is by de ning X 0 := Q T Q with Q a random orthogonal matrix. There are many techniques for generating such a Q 1, 19] .
All the following computations are done on a DECstation 5000/200 with double precision. But we display a l l t h e n umbers with only ve digits so as to t the data comfortably in the running text. We examine the output values at time interval of 1, and assume the path has reached an equilibrium point w h e n t wo consecutive output points are within a distance of 10 ;10 .
At t 11, the gradient o w converges to the matrix M 1 = whose eigenvalues again agree reasonably well with .
Example 2. Under the same stopping criterion, we repeat the experiment i n Example 1 with 2 000 test data. The diagonal entries a and eigenvalues are generated from symmetric matrices with normal distribution entries. The orthogonal matrices Q are generated from the QR decomposition of other stochastically independent (nonsymmetric ) random matrices 19]. We collect the length of integration required for reaching convergence in each case. This length should be inherent only to the individual problem data (and the stopping criterion), but should be independent of the machine used in computation. The histogram of the lengths is presented in Figure 2 where for better display the frequency distribution is plotted in its natural logarithm. When there is no distribution for a particular length (so the logarithm is negative in nity), the plot is left blank. As can be seen, about 77% of the cases converge with the length of integration less than 7 and about 93% converge with length less than 17. The maximal length of integration occurred in this test is 296. It perhaps is also interesting to note that all the 2 000 cases converge to a desirable solution. Con rming our previous argument o ver Theorem 3.4, none of the cases gets trapped at a point where F(Q) 6 The Schur-Horn theorem guarantees that the inverse eigenvalue problem of constructing a Hermitian matrix with prescribed diagonal entries and eigenvalues always has a solution. The numerical methods described in 12] will not work in general for nding such a solution. We propose two methods. The lift-and-project method makes a connection with the Wielandt-Ho man theorem. The gradient o w method can be integrated by a n y a vailable ordinary di erential equation solver. We s h o w the gradient ow method always converges. Numerical experiment seems to suggest that the method works reasonably well.
